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INTRODUCTION 
A question of some interest in extending various results of classical analysis 
to spaces more general than metric spaces, is that of the establishment of a 
structure on a set enabling the definition of a Lipschitz condition on functions 
between such sets. Recently in [l] an abstract structure on an arbitrary set was 
given axiomatically which could carry the concepts of Lipschitz condition 
and related properties of functions. 
In this note an alternate definition is given which is based directly on the 
familiar concept of uniform structure, and which supports the definition of 
the desired properties. Applications are then given to analysis and a fixed- 
point theorem for uniform spaces is proven. 
1. THE LIPSCHITZ CONDITION 
A metric d on a space X is said to be “weaker than” another metric d’ 
if the uniform structure induced by d is weaker than the uniform structure 
induced by d’ on X. It is said to be “regularly weaker” if d < Kd’ for some 
K > 0 and sufficiently small d’. We say that d and d’ are “equivalent” if 
each is weaker than the other and “regularly equivalent” if each is regularly 
weaker than the other. These definitions are meaningful for pseudometrics 
also. 
Now if f is a function from a metric space (X, d) to a metric space (Y, d’), 
f induces a pseudometric dl = d’ 0 f* on X, where f* = (f, f) on X2, and 
in case f is one-to-one on X, dl is actually a metric on X. We say that f 
satisfies a “Lipschitz condition in the small” if dl is regularly weaker than d. 
Note that if d1 is regularly equivalent to d, f is then a Lipschitz mapping in 
the sense of [2]. 
Now clearly the property of a function from one metric space to another 
satisfying a Lipschitz condition is not strictly dependent upon the metric 
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structure, since replacement of a metric by a regularly equivalent metric will 
not change this property. But again it is not solely a question of the uniform 
structure, since on a space with two metrics which are equivalent but not 
regularly equivalent, the identity map does not satisfy a Lipschitz condition 
in at least one direction, although it is an isomorphism of uniform structures. 
So some structure intermediate between uniform and metric structure is 
needed. The structure given in [l] however, seems unnecessarily complicated 
and moreover superficially divorced from the uniform structure. 
2. A LEMMA 
As we said, a function from a metric space (X, d) to a metric space (Y, d’) 
is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition in the small if there exists an a > 0 
and K > 0 such that d < a implies d’f* < Kd. The following lemma pro- 
vides an alternate condition which is more suggestive in terms of uniform 
structure and is perhaps of interest in itself. 
LEMMA 1. f:(X,d)-k(Y,d’) t fi sa is es a Lipschitz condition in the small i f f  
there exists E > 0 and 6 > 0 such that for all integers k > 0, if d(x, y) < S/k, 
then d’ 0 f*(x, y) < E/k. 
PROOF. (i) Assume that for all a > 0 and K > 0 there exists (x1 , xa) 
in x” such that d(x, , x2) < a, while d’(f(x,), f(x2)) > Kd(x, , xa). Then 
for any choice of E > 0 and 6 > 0, let a = 6 and K = 24S. Let (x1, xa) 
be as above, and let k be so large that kd(x, , x2) < S < (k + 1) d(x, , x2). 
Then 
d’(f(xAf(4) > Kd(x, 3 z , x ) > (246) (S/(k + 1)) = 2c/(k + 1) > E/k. 
(ii) Assume that for all E > 0 and 6 > 0 there exists k > 0 and (x1 , x2) 
in X2 such that d(x, , ~a) < S/k, while d’( f(xl), f(x2)) > E/k. Then choosing 
a = 6 and K = e/S, we have d(x, , x2) < a, while 
d’(f(xAf(xz)) > E/k = SK/k > Kd(x, , xz). 
3. THE LIPSCHITZSTRUCTURE 
The above lemma indicates the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A Lipschitz structure on a set X is a uniform structure on X 
together with, for every U in the family of entourages % on X, a sequence 
U(k) of symmetric entourages satisfying: 
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(a) U(0) = U. 
(b) If K, \< K, , then U(K,) 2 U(k,). 
(c) U(2k) 0 U(2k) C U(k), for K > 0. 
RRMARK~. The above definition could be generalized by using a smaller 
family of entourages than all of % as elements U(0). The definition provides 
more than a uniform structure on X, but is somewhat less than giving a 
specific defining family of pseudometrics for @. 
Each metric space has the natural Lipschitz structure defined for U in %! by 
k=O 
k>O 
where 
and 
ua = {(T Y) I 4x9 Y> < 4 
c=max(aI lJ,L U}. 
Similarly one may associate a natural Lipschi tz structure to a linear space 
with a topology defined by a family of pseudonorms or more generally to a 
uniform space defined by a specific family of pseudometrics. 
We shall of course say that a Lipschitz space is a uniform space with a given 
Lipschitz structure and we may then make the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A function 6 from a Lipschitz space X to a Lipschitz space Y 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition in the small if there exists U,, in 4Pr such that 
for every U G U, , we have 
f*-‘(u) in ax and f*( f*-‘( U) (k)) c U(k). 
Note that in case X and Y are metric spaces with the natural Lipschitz 
structures, then the above definition reduces to the usual one. Of course, 
every Lipschitz function is uniformly continuous. 
We shall say that a Lipschitz space X is “separated” if the uniform struc- 
ture is separated, and “strongly separated” if for each U in %r, 
n U(k) = A. 
k 
4. SOME CONCEPTS FROM ANALYSIS 
In metric spaces, it is easy to extend the classic notion of the relative spread 
of functions. For instance, letf and g be functions from a set A with a filter V 
to a product space X2, where X is a metric space. Let the image of V under g 
have sets of arbitrarily small diameter. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. f * = o(p), if for every K > 0 there exists V in V such 
that for all x in V, we have 
@(f(4) G ~w&))- 
Again we may replace this definition with one more susceptible of genera- 
lization. 
DEFINITION 4.2. f” = o(gm) if for every E > 0, S > 0 and for all positive 
integers p and q there exists V in V such that for all k > 0 and all x in V, we 
have 
Pw‘&4) < * implies qk”4fW) -=l l - 
PROOF OF EQUIVALENCE. Assume there exists K > 0 such that for all V 
in V, there exists x in V such that 
@(f(x)) > =%(a 
Let S > 0, p and p be arbitrary and let E n = KSmqn/2nmpm. Let V be chosen 
so that d(g( V)) < S/p, and let k be so large that for the above x in V, 
Pwg(~)) < * <P(k + I>” 4&)). 
Then 
Wf(xN > K~“w9) 
>,“.’ 
4” A”” 
and so qkQ(f(x)) > E. So Definition 4.2 implies Definition 4.1. 
Next, assume that there exists E > 0, S > 0 and positive integers p and q 
such that for all V in V there exist k > 0 and x in V such that 
P4,W) < *, but qk”d(f(x)) 2 e. 
Now let K = Ppm/S*qn. Then for all V in 9’” there exist k > 0 and x in V 
such that 
KSmqn zzz- 
pmqnkn” 
So Definition 4.1 implies Definition 4.2. 
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The above suggests the following definition. Let f  and g be functions from 
a set R with a filter Y to a product space X2, where X is a Lipschitz space. 
Let g(Y) majorize the filter &r. Then 
DEFINITION 4.3. f” = o(p) if for all U and W in %r and all positive 
integers p and q there exists a V in Y such that for all K > 0 and all x in V, 
ifg(x) is in W(pk”) thenf(x) is in U(qk”). 
Similarly one is led to 
DEFINITION 4.4. f” = O(g”) if for all U in %x, there exist Win ex, 
positive integers p and q, and V in Y such that for all k > 0 and all x in V, 
if g(x) is in W(pk”) then f(x) is in U(qk”). 
And also to 
DEFINITION 4.5. fn - gm if f” = O(g”) and g” = 0( f “). 
It is easily seen that Definitions 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 reduce to the usual form 
in the case where X is a metric space, 
5. TANGENCY 
Let us consider three functions fi , fa and f3 from a set R with a filter Y” 
to a strongly separated Lipschitz space X. Let fi(x) # fi(x) for all x in some 
setVin~.Letf=(f,,f,),g=(f,,f,)andh=(f,,f,)wherefandgare 
to map Y to a filter base majorizing 4, the filter of entourages of X. 
THEOREM 5.1. If k = o(f), hen f-g and morewer k = o(g). 
PROOF. We first wish to prove that f = O(g), i.e. for all U in Q, there 
exist positive integers p and q, W in %, and V in Y such that for all k > 0 
and all x in V if g(x) is in W(pk) then f(x) is in U(qk). 
Given U, let W = U, p = 2 and q = 1. Let g(x) be in U(2k). Let V, in Y 
be so small that f(x) is not in the diagonal of X2 for x in VI. Let V, in Y be 
such thatf(V,) C U(1). S ince h = o(f), there exists V, in Y such that for all 
k > 0 and all x in V, , if f(x) is in U(k) then h(x) is in U(4k). Let 
V = VI n V, n V, . Let x be in V. Let n be so large that f(x) is in 
U(2”)/U(2”+l). (S UC h an n exists since X is strongly separated and f(x) is in 
U(l).) Then h(x) is in U(2n+2) and so 
is in U(2k) 0 U(2”+7. But f(x), and so f-l(x), is not in U(2n+1), while 
U(2n+2) 0 U(2n+2) c u(2m+l). 
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so U(2k) Q u(2”+a) and so 2K < 2n+2. Then f-‘(x) = g(x)@(x) is in 
U(2k)o U(2n+2) c U(2k)o U(2k) c U(k), 
and so by symmetryf(x) is in U(k). 
Next let us prove that g = O(f). W e must for any choice of U in @ find p 
and 4 positive integers, Win @ and Y in V such that for all k > 0, and all x 
in V, if!(x) is in WCpk), theng( x is in U(qk). Let U be arbitrary. Let W = U, ) 
p = 2, and q = 1. Since h = o(f), there exists V in V such that for all k > 0 
and all x in V, iff(x) is in U(k) then h( x is in U(k). Kow let k > 0, x in V ) 
and letf(zc) be in U(2k). Then h(x) is in U(2k), andg-l(x) = h(x)Of(x) is in 
U(2k)o U(2k) E U(k) and so g(x) is in U(k). 
Thus we have shown thatf N g. Let us finally show that h = o(g). That is, 
we wish to show that for all U, Win B, and all positive integers p and q, there 
exists V in V such that for all k > 0 and all x in I’, if g(x) is in W(pk) then 
h(x) is in U(qk). Let U, W, p, and q be arbitrary. 
Since h = o(f), there exists Vi(pi, ql) so small that for all k > 0 and x in 
Vi@, ql), iff(x) is in W(pW) then h(x) is in U(qlk). Also we have seen that 
sincef = O(g), for given W there exists V, so small that for all k > 0 and x 
in Va , if g(x) is in W(2k) thenf(x) is in W(k). 
Case 1: p = 1 and k = 1. Let V E V,(l, q) n V2 be so small that 
g(V) E W(2). Then for x in V, if g(x) is in W(l), g(x) is in W(2) trivially and 
SOD is in W(1) and h(x) in U(q). 
Case II: p = 1, k 3 2. Let k1 = [k/2] and choose Vr( 1, 4q). For x 
in the V of Case I, if g(x) is in W(k), then f(z) is in W(kl). Then h(x) is in 
W(4qkl) E: W(qk). 
Case 111: p > 1, k arbitrary. Choose V,([p/2], q). Then with V as in 
Case I, for any x in V, if g(x) is in W&k) then f(x) is in W([p/2] k), and so 
h(x) is in W(qk). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1. The interest of this theorem lies 
in the following case. Let R be the real line and V the filter of neighborhoods 
of the origin with the origin deleted from each set. Then fi , f2 and f3 are 
curves in X. Let f2 be the trivial curve, fi(r) = x0 in X for all Y in R. Let 
fm =f3@ = x0 . Then using the notation of Theorem 5.1, 
DEFINITION 5.1. fi and f3 are tangent at x0 if h = o(f). 
This definition of tangency is trivially reflexive. Theorem 5.1 tells us that 
it is symmetric, and it is not hard to show it is also transitive. So the above 
definition partitions the curves satisfying the assumptions preceding Theo- 
rem 5.1 into equivalence classes, which might be called tangent vectors. 
Unless X itself is linear or a manifold, there is no apparent linear structure on 
the set of tangent vectors. 
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6. A FIXED-POINT THEOREM 
We must restrict ourselves here to the Lipschitz structures given by a 
family of pseudometrics and so we may as well use the family explicitly. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let X be a separated complete uniform structure and {di}i in 1 a 
family of pseudometrics defining the uniform structure of X. Let f  map X to X 
where 4(f(4,f(y)) -=c 4(x, r)f or a 11 i in 1 and x, y  in X, di(x, y) # 0. Moreover 
assume that for any i in I and any sequences {xn} and (y,} where di(x, , yJ # 0, 
if the sequence A?’ = d i( f(xn)p f(yn))/di(xn , yJ has 1 as apoint of accumulation, 
then either di(x, , yn) or its reciprocal is unbounded as n tends to injinity. Then f  
has a unique jixed point. 
PROOF. Let x0 be any point of X and consider the sequencef”(x,,) = x, . 
Either some iterate of x0 is a fixed point off or else this is a sequence of 
distint points. Then for any i in I, di(x, , x,,,) is a decreasing sequence of 
positive numbers and so must decreases to zero, since otherwise letting 
in = (xn+l>, Aln) would approach one, while neither di nor its reciprocal 
became unbounded. 
Now assume that {xn> is not a Cauchy sequence relative to some i in I. 
Then there exists an E > 0 such that for all n > 0 one can find an N, so 
large that di(x, , x,+~) < I/ n f  or all m > N, , and find k,, , 1, > N, such that 
! 4h,, xzn> - 6 I < l/n. 
Let x,l = xkn and y’ = xrn . Then di (x,‘, ml) approaches 
E > 0 as n approaches infinity, while 
1 > &(f(xnl),f(Ynl)) > di(xnl,Ynl) - (2/n) 
4(xn1, Y,‘> ’ 4@n1, y,n’) ’ 
for large n. 
So the quotient approaches 1 as n approaches infinity, while neither 
di (x,‘, y,‘) nor its reciprocal become unbounded. This contradicts our 
assumption. So for each i in I, {xn} is a Cauchy sequence relative to di . So 
{xn} is a Cauchy sequence relative to the uniform structure of X and converges 
to a limit x, . Then by the usual arguments, x, is a unique fixed point off. 
COROLLARY 1. Let f  map X to X, where X is a complete metric space and 
d(f(x),,f(y)) < oL(d(x, y)) . d(x, y), where a(d) is dejined for all d > 0, and 
0 < al(d) < 1 for all d > 0, while cz approaches 1 only if d approaches zero or 00. 
Then f has a unique fixed point. 
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Note that a theorem of Rakotch [3] follows as a corollary. Also the theorem 
of Banach [4]: 
COROLLARY 2. If  d(f(x),f(y)) < ad(x, y) for all x and y  in X, where X 
is complete metric and 0 < 01 < 1, then f has a unique jixed point. 
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